You’re making a major change? Inform communities!

The Weekly Tech Newsletter

15+ Languages 830+ Pages Targeted

DEVELOPERS →

1. Add item to the newsletter by (and/or):
   1.1 Add User-notice to Phabricator tasks
   1.2 Leave a message on meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Talk:Tech/News
   1.3 Edit the next newsletter on meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Tech/News/Next

2. Add your information ASAP — latest Friday Morning UTC

3. The new information is reviewed and edited. Stay tuned for questions from Tech News editors.

USERS →

Subscribe at meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Tech/News

1. Tech News is sent to your talk page or your community page on — Monday Evening UTC

TRANSLATORS →

Translate at meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Tech/News

1. Translations are ready — Thursday Evening UTC
   Possible changes until — Friday Evening UTC
   Translations due — Monday early Morning UTC

CONTACT

Johan (WMF) — Trizek (WMF) — Quiddity (WMF)